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Corona and AIDS –  
Long live the double standards !

Remember: AIDS would have been easy to eradicate, but according to the roaring propaganda 
of the Western Bloc even the sole application of the existing laws for disease control would have 
been pure fascism. However, it was not a fascist but a socialist state that thanks to the application 
of its – very moderate but sufficient – laws for disease control got it very quickly and completely 
under control, namely besides Cuba the much-abused GDR. Unfortunately that state perished 
very soon after, and under the rule of the Western Bloc the AIDS virus was put under some 
sort of nature protection. Its virulence was played down – every realistic warning was blamed 
as »scaremongering«, remember ! –, also in hospitals, and thus in addition countless doctors 
cruelly died from it because they had internalized how to stand »on the grounds of the free 
democratic basic order«. (In contrast to the cleaners, they often did not get the risk allowance 
when working on the AIDS wards, rather for propaganda reasons than for stinginess, and just 
we know enough cases of miserable deaths from those reasons, not a word about them ever let 
be passed by the »truth press« – how high must therefore be their real number !) 
 But AIDS does not only lead to a painful death (or more recently, under long-term medication, 
to lifelong infirmity), but above all it wrecks any sexual carefreeness. This is why it was a gift 
from heaven for the rulers of the Western Bloc who need depressed, pinched and crack-brained 
people. To fight it by carefully directed measures – even today, it could be eradicated within 
a few years by »screening«, that is testing of the whole population, and China, which got the 
much easier transmittable SARS under control in an exemplary manner and shortest time, would 
probably have done so if it had first emerged there and not in Africa – was roaringly blamed 
as terrible compulsory measures and pure fascism (even though neither Hitler nor Franco had 
made themselves conspicuous as fighters against epidemic diseases; for example, they made 
no attempts whatsoever to exterminate syphilis, which certainly would have been possible 
at that time by collective testing; the test was already available then). Whoever demanded an 
appropriate fight against AIDS, which would have been so easy compared with that against 
SARS, was yelled down, defamed and threatened in his existence by being publicly exposed, 
whereas far harsher but purposively pointless measures of the self-praising European countries 
against Corona are now to be accepted as absolutely all right and justified. 



Long live the double standards !

For not only AIDS but also Corona is a gift from heaven to our rulers. AIDS screwed up every 
sexual spontaneity (this is why people are not meant to get the »Home Tests«, which could ease 
this swinishness significantly and, eventually, except for the most loyal dimwits, eliminate it; 
just think it through !). This is why AIDS still is and, above all, was pampered (meanwhile, as 
it’s spreading is secured, hygienic standards in hospitals have improved considerably). But also 
Corona is a gift from heaven to our rulers and their obedient, centralized propaganda campaigners 
(we even know who »designed« the propaganda against any effective AIDS eradication measure 
worldwide (!): the US-American spin doctor whose textbooks were translated in dozens of 
languages, Elliot Aronson, boasts himself of having done so). 
 For also Corona is very useful for our rulers, and therefore it is handled very differently 
than the quite similar influenza to which we however are already used to: Corona serves the 
destruction of communication (e.g. at the Leipzig Book Fair, which, though already threatened 
by state thugs, still was, after all, the last, the very last place where freedom of speech existed) 
and makes any slightly more expensive holiday impossible. In this function it replaces the 
incompetent, artificially promoted and unendurable Greta. (By the way: although the opening 
argument about the combustion processes necessary for the maintenance of living standards 
required by the overpopulation of our planet, is not a priori irrational – it could well be possible 
that the plants of the world, whose only basic nourishment besides water is carbon dioxide, as 
is well known, could not eat the surplus anymore –, the allegation about the part of man in the 
whole »climate change« drummed into our heads is not at all true. How things really are you can 
read in the books and articles of Horst-Joachim Lüdecke, author of textbooks about flow physics 
– the very field of science that counts when it comes to climate. Check it on the internet, you 
will still find them at the moment ! And how on US orders the scientists of the world were worn 
out, you will find in the book of the Australian author Bernie Lewin in meticulous accuracy and 
documentation. For the latter you need to know English of course, in a Europe geared towards 
a status of servitude there will hardly be a way for him to have his book published.)
 As for the present actions against Corona in Europe, which are both extreme and designed 
without perspective on the subject-matter, their aim is quite parallel to that of the climate lie: 
nothing but renunciation, that is: lowering the living standards to the level of those countries 
from which the false refugees come (who actually persecutes for instance Moroccans or 
Gambians and from what reasons ?!? – they cannot even plead on »war« as subterfuge), until the 
move is not worth it for them anymore. That is the goal of all these monstrosities, and everyone 
knows it, but the overwhelming propaganda paralyzes people’s brains and drives them nuts, not 
different from forced baptism and Virgin Mary’s miracles in the Middle Ages. (Without papal 
directives and centralization the necessary huge numbers of people would not have believed in 
witches, for instance, with it, they did.)
 Actually, »Corona« is not much worse than a little more serious forms of influenza, only 
a small number of patients with pre-existing medical conditions (= very old ones or patients 



suffering from grave pre-existing illnesses) die of it, the rest will hardly notice anything, a high 
percentage even nothing. What the propaganda machinery is now doing (e.g. prompting for 
panic buying), is pure and real scaremongering, while the word »scaremongering«, within the 
propaganda-»designing« of the US spin doctors, was meant to howl down any adequate statement 
about AIDS that is a thousand times worse, and it succeeded to do so. Once again: remember !
 Nevertheless the Corona virus should also be eradicated, like the Chinese did so quickly 
and exemplarily with SARS (very much to the anger of the Western Bloc, by the way !). But 
this not done by – though psychologically excellently »designed« – confusing the facts and by 
oppressing and intimidating the masses, but in the present situation, as its spreading is already 
similar to that of influenza, the only correct choice is: mass vaccination, and this is exactly 
what the so very evil Chinese have initiated and also the United States, thanks to Trump who 
is pissed on every single day by the streamlined press of the Western Bloc not only for this. (Of 
course, he is fanatically pissed on mainly because in the one place he saved us from the war 
against Russia, so nicely arranged at Maidan Square already. And secondly because, by getting 
rid of the dirty competition and by imposing protective duties, he protected his own people 
from wage reductions enforced by cheap labour imported from abroad. Therefore the mega 
capital that rules the United States is foaming with rage, and lets their press also fret and fume.) 
 For, contrary to the AIDS virus, the Corona virus has a pretty stable shell (only at this 
shell a vaccination can possibly aim), and therefore the fight against it at least at the individual 
level will soon be pretty easy; China and Trump’s USA without panic show us the way. »But the 
approval procedures will take so long !« – But why of all things should a state stick to that law 
while it breaks every other one when needed, and secondly, if the crisis was as huge as they have 
propagated, would it not be most easy to change that law ?!? »But if there haven’t been enough 
tests on animals [now for once !!!], healthy persons might get harmed !« – Well, after the usual 
testing far less people than those very old people or critically ill ones that died already from the 
Corona virus now, and besides, Chinese are humans like we are: if they tolerate it, then we shall 
tolerate it as well, no matter what the streamlined press blethers fussingly (or the bigwigs of the 
West-German bloc parties). 
 Naturally our government (totally depending on US capital) also knows very well that 
one day a specific vaccination will solve that problem just as elegantly and without ado as it 
does with every wave of influenza. But: Gain time, much is won, hysteric renunciation and 
elimination of travelling by plane need to be drummed in. This prey will not be left.
 – Now we have, with high own sacrifices and quite some self-endangerment, in a widely 
totalitarian, more and more brutalized state (because only the clumsy AfD, as the only and 
severely mistreated opposition still the smallest evil in contrast to the furious and remote-
controlled »Western« bloc parties, could set something against this tyranny, which is why it is 
so mistreated) informed about quite a lot – more is simply not possible with our only remaining 
instrument. But in order to escape enforced conformity one needs a general understanding of 
matters. 



This is what our periodical 

provides just as well as formerly the »Iskra« to the Russian people. And who is looking for a 
general understanding of political matters is strongly recommended our brochure »Die Rechts/
Links-Verwirrung«* (please spell it correctly when searching on the internet !). A certain amount 
of brains and knowledge is of course necessary for it, but if you are sparing with that of all 
things, misery and slavery will come as sure as during late antiquity, analogous to our times.

And do think about our – by the way thoroughly left – slogan that alone opens a global 
perspective of change for the better !

*   For English-speaking readers, we recommend our brochure »Who is the ruling class ?«
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